2. Cut the page in half and fold along the dotted line.
3. Put the pages in order and staple them together.

I can write the letter A!

apple

airplane
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acorn

apron

alligator

ant
I can write the letter B!

bird

banana
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I can write the letter C!

C

C

MY FIRST ABC

_____’s

C
book
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clock

car
cap
cow
carrot
cat
I can write the letter D!

```
1. 
2. 
3. 
```

---

**MY FIRST ABC**

```
D
book
```

---

door

dinosaur

---
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dad

duck

dog

doll
I can write the letter E!

1 2 3

envelope
elephant
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egg

eraser

eadow

equin

elbow

elf
I can write the letter F!

My First ABC

F

book

fox

fish
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feet

frog

flower

fork
I can write the letter G!

G

g

grapes

goat
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glasses

guitar

goose

gorilla
I can write the letter H!

I can write the letter H!

horse

hand
hammer

house

hat

hen
2. Cut the page in half and fold along the dotted line.
3. Put the pages in order and staple them together.

I can write the letter I!

iron

icicle
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ice cream

island

igloo

iguana
I can write the letter J!

J

j

MY FIRST ABC

's

J book

jellyfish

jam
jacket

jump

jeans

jeep
I can write the letter K!

1 2

kitten

key
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I can write the letter L!

MY FIRST ABC

ladybug

leg

book
I can write the letter M!

I wrote the letter M!

moon

mom
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milk

mouse

money

monkey